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The Ferry Girls: A Heart Warming Saga Of Secrets, Friendships And
Wartime Spirit
A heartwarming saga of secrets, friendships and wartime spirit at the height of World War 2. For fans of
Daisy Styles, Sheila Newberry and Lyn Andrews A young German girl finds friendship, camaraderie and
even love while working on Hampshire's south coast ferries - but will her new friends desert her if her
nationality comes to light? 'A gripping story packed with darkness and light, love and friendship, greed
and betrayal' Lancashire Evening Post on The Factory Girls Vee Smith is 22 when she starts work on
Gosport's ferries, taking a job left vacant by the men gone off to war. She soon makes friends with the
other women workers, and together they enjoy nights out dancing in Gosport - keeping their spirits up
despite the hard work, rationing and heavy bombing. Vee even feels herself falling for Sam, the skipper of
the ferry and her unhappily married boss. But Vee has a secret: her real name is Violetta Schmidt, and
she is half-German. If her true nationality is discovered, she and her mother could find themselves
interned as enemy aliens - if their German-hating neighbours, or worse, Eddie, the man Vee ran away
from after he got her false papers, don't hurt them first. Will Vee be able to keep her secret safe, and find
some peace with Sam and her friends even in the midst of war?
It is 1653 and Heather Flower, a princess of the Montauk tribe, is enjoying her wedding feast when her
groom is killed and she is kidnapped by a rival tribe and held for ransom. Though her ransom is paid by an
Englishman, she is nonetheless left to die in a Connecticut forest--until she finds herself rescued by
handsome Dutch Lieutenant Dirk Van Buren. Torn between her affection for Dirk and her long friendship
with family friend Benjamin Horton, Heather Flower must make a difficult choice--stay true to her friend or
follow her heart. Exploring a unique slice of history, Rebecca DeMarino transports readers to the wild land
that would eventually become Long Island, New York. Her attention to detail and her captivating
storytelling bring the New World to vivid life.
The Ferry GirlsA heart-warming saga of secrets, friendships and wartime spiritQuercus Publishing
A son charged with murder, a kidnapping, a man haunted by the memories of his wife. Jericho Flynn is in
the fight of his life to save a missing child and prove his son's innocence. Sheriff Jericho Flynn's life in the
Outer Banks of North Carolina is shattered following the mysterious death of his wife. A broken man,
Jericho is forced to emerge from the depths of his despair when his only son is suddenly accused of an
unspeakable crime. Murder. With his son shrouded beneath a cloud of suspicion, Jericho finds himself
deeply immersed in the investigation and connects the murder with the recent disappearance of a child. A
crab pot and a sunken duffle bag lead Jericho to the gruesome discovery of a second missing child. He
soon untangles a string of kidnappings and murder, revealing a chilling timeline--a deadly tide, a cycle
that is set to repeat. Peeling back the layers of deception and cruel betrayal, his wife's mysterious secrets
begin to surface and have a disturbing connection to the case. Time is running out, and Jericho is in the
fight of his life to prove his son's innocence and to unmask the killer before another child dies. A totally
gripping crime thriller with unexpected twists and turns. Fans of Robert Dugoni, Gregg Olsen and Lisa
Regan will love this book. What readers are saying about Deadly Tide: ★★★★★ "A thriller that keeps you
guessing all the waythrough!." ★★★★★ "Wow! Great book." ★★★★★ "Flawed characters and plot twists
keep youreading." ★★★★★ "A Must Read If you Enjoy a Good Mystery and Will Keep you onEdge."
★★★★★ "Intricate but intimate."
Sheriff Jericho Flynn Book 1
A Southern Love Story
To Capture Her Heart (The Southold Chronicles Book #2)
A touching saga of love, family and hope (Eileen Gillmoss series, Book 3)
A Nurse to Heal His Heart
A Novel
Thailand, 1943: Thomas Ellis, captured by the Japanese at the fall of Singapore, is a
prisoner-of-war on the Death Railway. In stifling heat he endures endless days of
clearing jungle, breaking stone and lugging wood. He must stay alive, although he is
struck down by disease and tortured by Japanese guards, and he must stay strong, although
he is starving and exhausted. For Tom has made himself a promise: to return home. Not to
the grey streets of London, where he once lived, but to Penang, where he found paradise
and love. London, 1986: Laura Ellis, a successful City lawyer, turns her back on her
yuppie existence and travels to Southeast Asia. In Thailand and Malaysia she retraces her
father’s past and discovers the truths he has refused to tell her. And in the place where
her father once suffered and survived, she will finally find out how he got his Bamboo
Heart. In a blend of stirring fiction and heart-wrenching history, Ann Bennett narrates
the story of a soldier’s strength and survival in the bleakest of times and a daughter’s
journey of discovery about her father and herself. Bamboo Heart is volume one in a
Southeast Asian WWII trilogy that includes Bamboo Island and Bamboo Road.
DigiCat Publishing presents to you this special edition of "The Heart of Una Sackville"
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by George de Horne Mrs. Vaizey. DigiCat Publishing considers every written word to be a
legacy of humankind. Every DigiCat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in
a new modern format. The books are available in print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes
you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of
world literature.
**Don't miss Jenny Holmes's latest wartime series, The Air Raid Girls. Part 3 - The Air
Raid Girls: Wartime Brides - is available for pre-order now!**
---------------------------- 'Anything to Anywhere!' That's the motto of the Air
Transport Auxiliary, the brave team of female pilots who fly fighter planes between bases
at the height of WWII. Mary is a driver for the ATA and although she yearns to fly a
Spitfire, she fears her humble background will hold her back. After all, glamorous Angela
is set to be the next 'Atta Girl' on recruitment posters. Bobbie learned to fly in her
father's private plane and Jean was taught the queen's English at grammar school before
joining the squad. Dedicated and resilient the three girls rule the skies: weathering
storms and dodging enemy fire. Mary can only dream of joining them - until she gets the
push she needs to overcome her self-doubt. Thrown together, the girls form a tight bond
as they face the perils of their job. But they soon find that affairs of the heart can be
just as dangerous as attacks from the skies. With all the fear and uncertainty ahead can their friendship see them through the tests of war? A heart-warming, romantic story
of friendship, camaraderie and triumph over adversity that fans of Donna Douglas, Nancy
Revell and Call the Midwife will adore. ---------------------------- Readers love Jenny
Holmes: 'There wasn't anything I didn't like about this book' 5 star review 'I couldn't
put this book down' 5 star review 'Loved the whole story' 5 star review 'This is a
totally absorbing book' 5 star review 'An excellent read put together in fine style' 5
star review
Living in the past . . . When Obi left South Carolina, he was a runaway slave. Five years
later, in 1866, he has returned as a freed man and a Union Army officer, determined to
find the only family he has ever known: his beloved Easter and Jason, the young boy they
looked after on the plantation. Obi makes his way to New Canaan, a settlement of former
slaves, where he learns that Easter is studying in the North. Obi wastes no time in
writing to Easter, professing his love and proposing marriage. But it doesn't take long
before the two realize that they have changed and have different dreams. Is their love
still strong enough to begin a new life together? Or are they just living in the past?
Melting the Ice Queen's Heart
Home is Where the Heart Is
Life Among the Mountain Tribes of Thailand
With Head and Heart
The Ferry Girls
The Heart Has Reasons
When a devastating secret is revealed at her mother’s funeral, Liselle sets off on a mission for the truth. Along the way
she faces challenges and obstacles that reinforce the power of love and forgiveness: the father she never knew; the
husband she thought she knew; and other circumstances provide surprising twists as she determines to let God guide
her.
The present book 'That Girl Montana' was written by a famous author, actress, and activist from the United States Marah Ellis Ryan. It was first published in the year 1901. The author takes her characters to the wilds of Idaho, in the
land of the Kootenais, where the reader is made acquainted with people who win admiration for their honest, sincerity,
and the whole-souled generosity of their natures.
Autobiography of a black minister, philosopher, and educator; tells of his years growing up in a segregated town and how
he grew up to become a spiritual leader.
Niamh Greene's delightful fifth novel A Message to Your Heart is an intriguing and heart-warming story for fans of the
wise humour of Catherine Alliott and the modern day fairytales of Cecelia Ahern. Throw in Niamh's unique brand of heartwarming storytelling and readers are in for a real treat. Frankie Rowley is far too practical to believe in karma or fate ...
and her family and friends reckon that work-obsessed Frankie's strongest relationship is with her phone. (And why not?
At least it never judges her for cancelling dinner for the umpteenth time.) When she loses that precious phone on a
business trip to San Francisco, Frankie is forced to hire a replacement. Soon she's getting texts meant for someone else
- a woman called Aimee who seems like a lot of fun, and whose family clearly loves to keep in touch - and whose
presence in her life is the last thing Frankie needs. Frankie goes on the warpath, but she is in for some surprises when
she blunders into Aimee's world. And the biggest surprise of all is how your life can be changed forever by losing a
phone. Frankie may not believe in karma or fate, but suddenly it looks like they've got her number ... Praise for Niamh's
previous titles: 'Brilliantly astute' **** OK! Magazine 'Very funny' **** Heat 'Greene's wicked sense of humour provides
much needed relief in these recessionary times' Irish Independent 'This author is capable of being very very funny'
Sunday Independent 'Hilariously written but anchored in real life, this will keep you laughing all the way' Woman 'You'll
love this tale of wrong turns, romance and reinvention' Daily Record A Message to Your Heart is a story of two women,
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two phones, a lot of crossed wires and a life changed forever that will go straight to readers' hearts just like Niamh
previous bestselling novels, including the award-nominated Secret Diary of a Demented Housewife.
Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section 170 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
A Heart to Love
Heart Bones
Deadly Tide: A gripping, heart-stopping crime thriller packed with mystery and suspense
Where Your Heart Is
A gripping, heart-breaking World War 2 historical novel
It started with a kiss… Having left his humanitarian posting in Africa to raise his two orphaned nieces in San Francisco, Dr. Gavin
Brice has enough on his plate without an inconvenient attraction to his new boss! The frosty Dr. Virginia Potter clearly disapproves of
his maverick ways - but with one amazing kiss, the ice begins to thaw….
France 1944 and the streets are filled with swastikas. The story of a brave English girl behind enemy lines, a German soldier, and a
terrible sacrifice… English nurse Sibyl Lake is young but skilled and confident. Resolving to do everything she can to help her country
she begins to spy to support the French Resistance. She arrives in Colmar, a French town surrounded by vineyards and swarming with
German soldiers, but her fear is dampened by the joy of being reunited with her childhood sweetheart. Jacques is now a French
Resistance fighter, risking his life to free his friends and family from German occupation. Sibyl’s arrival has not gone unnoticed by
Commander Wolfgang von Haagan, the commandant of the Colmar region. She realises letting him get closer is her best chance of
learning enemy secrets. Yet despite her best intentions, Sibyl soon finds betrayal does not come easy to her. Commander von Haagen is
a soldier who yearns for poetry, music, something beyond the war, and Sibyl begins to enjoy the company of the man she’s spying on...
Determined to do what is right for her country, Sibyl knows what she must do. But will it put both the men she loves into terrible
danger? A beautifully written, heart-wrenching and unforgettable tale of love and loss in a time of war. Perfect for fans of The Letter
by Kathryn Hughes and The Nightingale by Kristin Hannah. What readers are saying about The Soldier’s Girl: ‘The Soldier's Girl is a
gripping and heart wrenching read that I couldn't tear myself away from… A moving and at times touching read that will stay with me
for some time.’ By the Letter Book Reviews ‘This book brought tears to my eyes and every chapter was a new twist to the story… I
could not stop reading this book and I know everyone is sure to love it.’ The Lovely Library ‘The Soldier’s Girl is a captivating,
historical fiction novel… I was wholly engrossed until the very end.’ Write Escape ‘I loved this book a wonderful and heartbreaking
tale which drew me in; it has strong characters and a beautiful story’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘A fantastic book. I also loved
reading about the Alsace Region. Makes you think "what would you do in her shoes.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I really enjoyed this
book and all of the characters. What an exciting book with many twists and turns. This book kept me on the edge of my seat and it was
hard to put down.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Really enjoyed this book. Great characters, very well written and it was fascinating
and informative with the Resistance theme. Highly recommend!’ Netgalley Reviewer, 5 stars What readers are saying about Sharon
Maas: ‘Wow! … Such a powerful story, so brilliantly narrated, in such a way that you feel part of it all and are left bereft when it is
finished … I LOVED this story so much. So poignant and touching and heartbreaking … All the descriptions are so visceral and
beautiful. I loved this book. I lived it.’ 5 stars – Renita D’Silva ‘A powerful and emotional story … truly heartbreaking. The writing was
so beautifully descriptive and at times I felt as though I was right there in India. Wonderful … truly stunning … I can highly
recommend this book.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘This has everything … great characters … strong settings … serious issues. Put all these
together with a fantastic writing style and this easily makes my top 10 books of 2016 list.’ 5 stars – Lexi Reads ‘Simply perfect! …
from the first few pages I was drawn in and hooked! … I was blown away by how much I was affected by the story … a fantastic,
emotional, evocative read … I urge you to pick up this book, you won't be disappointed!!!’ Dash Fan Book Reviews, 5 stars ‘I
absolutely loved everything about this book … beautifully and evocatively written ... , this is a definite 'can't put it down' read.' 5 stars
– Goodreads Review ‘A beautiful, mesmerising work of fiction ... I was completely transported.' Krafti Reader ‘A powerful story with
so much depth your ears might pop, I absolutely loved this book. I was completely absorbed by this stunning story, I was there in India,
living everything ... Another exceptional read from Sharon Maas, 5*.’ Purple Book Stand ‘WOW I think Winnie is the biggest hero
ever ... This truly was a masterpiece.' Reading Renee ‘I loved, loved, loved this. An easy 5 stars. One of my top reads of this year …
wonderful’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars
Growing up, my mother told me stories of her childhood. As a young girl, I understood the narrative, but as I grew older, I realized that
what I knew of my mother's past was incomplete, with only bits and pieces that made her life feel like it was a recipe, and I couldn't
reconcile the final product. Even as a young adult, I did not understand or appreciate the true essence of my mother's life. As I got
older, I began to try to put those pieces in order, like a jigsaw puzzle. But in the end, I was missing something. The picture was
incomplete because I couldn't bring it to life. My mind could recall the facts, the events, and the journey that was so eloquently
described to me over the years, but I was missing her passion and the courage that she needed to muster in order to make what must
have been heart-wrenching decisions about how to survive an impending world war. There were sacrifices at every turn. My mother
denied her heritage; she left her home, her things, her city, and her country. And as her family scattered throughout Europe, she lost a
piece of her soul. An Unforgotten Heart is my pledge to my mother that I have, after all these years, found her heart, and I carry a huge
part of her heart with me always, and it is my plan with this book to continue to carry her heart to my daughter and to the generations
that follow.
With the same brilliant combination of humor and warmth that marked Operating Instructions and Bird by Bird, her two bestselling
works of nonfiction, Anne Lamott now gives us an exuberant richly absorbing portrait of a family for whom the joys and sorrows of
everyday life are magnified under the glare of the unexpected. The Fergusons make their home in a small California town where life is
supposed to resemble paradise, but for thirteen-year-old Rosie (last seen in Lamott's beloved novel Rosie), reality is a bit harsher. Her
mother, a recovering alcoholic, is still beset by grief over the early death of her first husband. Rosie's stepfather is a struggling writer
plagued by doubts and hilarious paranoia. And Rosie, aching in the bloom of young womanhood and obsessed with tournament tennis,
finds that her athletic gifts, initially a source of triumph, now place her in peril, as a shadowy man who stalks her from the bleachers
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seems to be developing an obsession of his own. Written with enormous emotional honesty, inhabited by superbly realized characters,
riotously funny and wonderfully suspenseful, Crooked Little Heart is Anne Lamott writing at the height of her considerable powers.
Eat Your Heart Out
The Candle Still Flickers... in My Heart
A Parent's Guide to the Decisions and Emotions in Adoption
That Girl Montana
Accused Heart
Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section 170 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
This sequel, The Candle Still Flickers...in My Heart, tells about why I had to leave my island at the age of 15 and all I ever knew, I took Ola,
our island, witch with me in my heart and tried hard to find a way go to college to become a veterinarian and help all the hurting animals in the
world. Being poor was one strike against me, but I did not let that end my dream. There is a lot to learn, weird things happen as Ola tried to
protect me from far away. Finding ghost in the castle’s undergrounds was fun. Winding up in jail in East Germany and about to be transported
to Siberia was no fun.
When tragedy strikes, a young mother's friends and family ensure she is never alone... Joan Jonker's saga, Home is Where the Heart Is, brings to
life a close-knit Liverpudlian community, in the final instalment of the Eileen Gillmoss series. Perfect for fans of Katie Flynn and Dilly Court.
'Warm, witty... loved by her legions of fans' - Liverpool Echo When fun-loving, eighteen-stone Eileen Gillmoss announces that she's expecting
a baby, her husband Bill thinks it's another one of her jokes. After all, it's twelve years since Edna, their youngest, was born. But when it sinks
in that a baby really is on the way, Bill is over the moon and decides that the family should move out of their two-up, two-down house in
Liverpool to one with more spacious accommodation. Eileen digs her heels in at first, reluctant to leave the house she loves and friends and
neighbours so dear. But a scare early in Eileen's pregnancy strengthens Bill's resolve to provide a more comfortable home for his wife. Before
Eileen knows what's hit her, she's installed in a smart home with posh new neighbours. Then tragedy strikes and Eileen must come to terms
with a loss far greater than leaving behind her beloved neighbourhood. She tries to put on a brave face, but she can't fool the people who love
her, who miss the smile on that round, chubby face and the laughter ringing through her house. They vow to make amends and fate steps in to
lend a helping hand... What readers are saying about Home is Where the Heart Is: 'From the first page you are drawn into this wonderful
woman's life and family as if you belong there. Joan Jonker creates a web of family crises and tragedies mixed with the never flagging spirit of
Eileen Gilmoss to keep you hungry for more' 'As always with Joan it's a mix of hard, nitty, gritty life and fun thrown into the mix, never a dull
moment with her books, tears of woe one minute and laughter the next'
She makes him feel alive again But can he heal her heart too? Single dad GP Joe Thompson’s priorities are his daughter and his patients. It
might’ve earned him a brooding reputation, but since losing his wife romance has been off-limits…until he meets locum nurse Rose McIntyre!
Her warm smile and live-for-the-moment attitude soothe a pain Joe believed would never fade. But can Joe stop Rose running from her own
secrets…and find comfort in his arms? “I liked the hero immediately…. However, it was from the moment the hero and heroine come face-to-face
for the first time that had me reading quickly, determined to discover more….” Harlequin Junkie on Reunited by Their Secret Son “This was a
beautiful, emotional story filled with exciting medical drama… plenty of light-hearted moments to give relief to the more emotional aspects of
the story, it was perfectly balanced and a joy to read.” Goodreads on The Nurse’s Special Delivery
In a world of hate, let’s serve up some love . . . Peta Mathias has encountered many a lovelorn tale on her gastronomic travels around the world.
Searching further, she has unearthed more stories — the heart-warming and heart-rending, the passionate and poignant, the macabre and merry —
and in these retellings brings them all to life. With her characteristic wit and colour, she also dishes up many of the ingredients of love: *
intriguing courtship rituals, such as bundling and the apple slice dance; * poetry penned by those with their own stories to tell; * and, of course,
romantic recipes, purported aphrodisiacs and alluring delicacies. Entertaining, hilarious and informative, this book is a smorgasbord of love.
An Unforgotten Heart
The Official Catholic Directory
The Heart Calls Home
Heart of the Blue Ridge
Labor of the Heart
Jai Yen Means Keep a Cool Heart
A young German girl finds friendship, camaraderie and even love while working on Gosport's ferries in the height
of World War 2 - but will her new friends desert her if her nationality comes to light? For fans of Daisy Styles and
Sheila Newberry. 'Love, friendship, passion, drama and a cast of vibrant, authentic characters make this an
exciting and enthralling read for all lovers of adventure, nostalgia and romance' Lancashire Evening Post Vee
Smith is 22 when she starts work on Gosport's ferries, taking a job left vacant by the men gone off to war. She
soon makes friends with the other women workers, and together they enjoy nights out dancing in Gosport keeping their spirits up despite the hard work, rationing and heavy bombing. Vee even feels herself falling for
Sam, the skipper of the ferry and her unhappily married boss. But Vee has a secret: her real name is Violetta
Schmidt, and she is half-German. If her true nationality is discovered, she and her mother could find themselves
interned as enemy aliens - if their German-hating neighbours, or worse, Eddie, the man Vee ran away from after
he got her false papers, don't hurt them first. Will Vee be able to keep her secret safe, and find some peace with
Sam and her friends even in the midst of war?
Adoptive parents often experience the double trial of emotional responses to infertility and to the process of
adoption itself, called "excruciating labor with no end in sight," by one adoptive mother. Would-be adoptive
parents cycle through grief, anger, fear, anxiety, frustration, and guilt-and back again. All of these emotions
cloud decision-making, at exactly the time that adoptive parents are making life-altering, irrevocable decisions:
whether to adopt at all, to adopt an older child or an infant, or to parent a child with developmental delays, as
well as other pressing questions. New empirical research by Kathleen Whitten, Ph.D., a developmental
psychologist and adoptive mother, and other experts in the field contradicts many of the outdated myths
presented to parents and written about in widely-used adoption guides. Whitten separates fact from fiction and
leads parents by the hand through the many emotional impacts the process involves. Written in a reassuring,
conversational tone, the author tells parents when they should listen to their heart-and when practical
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considerations are too important to ignore. Each chapter features workbook section with constructive exercises
and stimulating questions. Adoptive parents do not need yet another book promising a "fast track" to a child or
explaining how to collect documents. Instead, they need Labor of the Heart to help them through the difficult
emotions and decisions about adoption.
The twenty-first chilling Istanbul crime thriller starring Çetin Ikmen, 'the Morse of Istanbul' (Daily Telegraph),
from Silver Dagger Award-winning author Barbara Nadel. Not to be missed by fans of Donna Leon. A derelict villa
near Istanbul holds dark spirits, secrets and murder... Retired inspector Çetin Ikmen must confront his demons
to reveal the shocking truth behind a young girl's death... When historian Suzan Tan is asked to examine the
contents of a derelict villa on the Bosphorus, she is intrigued to discover a Ouija board among the artefacts. Forty
years ago, a young girl was found with a knife in her heart in this villa. It is said that before her death this very
Ouija board spelled out her name.The verdict was suicide - but what if it was a brutal act of murder and her killer
was still walking free? Suzan asks Ikmen to solve the case, and despite his reluctance to get involved, he soon
finds himself drawn into the mystery. With the help of his friend Inspector Süleyman, Ikmen delves into
Istanbul's dark underbelly to uncover a terrifying tale of secrets, lies and murder.
"Heart of the Blue Ridge" by Waldron Baily. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles
that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has
been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce
eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
A collection of short stories from #1 bestseller Amanda Prowse
Heart Island Mystery Romance Book 3
Patterson's College and School Directory of the United States and Canada
The Autobiography of Howard Thurman
A Knife to the Heart (Ikmen Mystery 21)
The Spitfire Girls
As a shop girl in a big department store in 1930s Liverpool, Cathie enjoys every day with her many
friends and customers. Love beckons too - but have her sweet face and warm personality attracted a cad?
Heart and Home is a poignant saga of shop girls in 1930s Liverpool from bestselling author, Lyn
Andrews. Perfect for fans of Dilly Court and Kate Thompson. Cathie Kinrade is all too used to hardship.
Growing up on the Isle of Man in the 1930s, she sees her da set sail daily on dangerous seas while her
mam struggles to put food on the table. Cathie has little hope for her own future, until a chance
encounter changes her fortunes for ever. Fiercely determined, Cathie leaves for Liverpool, a bustling
modern city full of possibility. With a lively job as a shop girl in a grand department store, and a
firm friend in kind-hearted Julia, Cathie has found her niche. But the discovery of an explosive secret
could put everything at risk. And when love comes calling, Cathie's new friends fear that she may be
set to trust the wrong man with her heart... What readers are saying about Heart and Home: 'Heart and
Home is an excellent read for when you want to sit back and relax... a touch of light, romantic, family
and friend based escapism' 'Lyn Andrews always writes such vivid stories of Liverpool in the 1930s and
the strong female characters that populate the streets of that lovely city... A great, heart-warming
story' 'Great read! Loved the storyline and characters - read in one night as I couldn't put this down'
Six powerful, gripping short stories from bestselling author, Amanda Prowse. Collection includes:
Something Quite Beautiful The Game Ten Pound Ticket Imogen's Baby Miss Potterton's Birthday Tea A
Christmas Wish. Susie has just arrived in Australia. She is clutching a newborn baby, but she has no
wedding ring on her left hand. With no money, and no hope, how can she turn her life around? Gemma
Peters, a happy-go-lucky teenager has disappeared without trace. Where has she gone? Why has she been
lying to her family? And, most importantly, will she ever come home? Twenty-four-year-old Imogen longs
for a baby. She knows it's hard to raise a child alone, but Imogen is also blind. Can she overcome
life's challenges and have the baby she longs for? Funny, heart-warming and moving, these six short
stories are the perfect excuse for a bit of me-time.
When I moved from that blank space on the map known as Northeast Montana to Thailand in 1963 with a
pregnant wife and a three year old daughter, I knew there would be some changes in my life, but I had
no idea how great those changes would be and how much the people of Thailand would change my own world
view. I learned to be jai yen (cool hearted), instead of angry or frustrated. That is the Thai way. I
went as an agricultural advisor to work among theMountain Tribes. This book is about the 33 years I
spent roaming the hill countrytrekking from villageto village over the foot trails. The people I came
to teach taught me many things. I learned about hospitality, descision making by consensus, and how to
live with one another. I shared their shelter, their food, their joys, and their sorrows.
The Warm Heart of Africa, fifty years in the making, is the story of Susan, one of the first Peace
Corps Volunteers. It is also the story of Peter, a ninety-two year old African who became her
salvation. She meets him soon after attempting to quit the Peace Corps...but failing. Peter is at first
reticent to talk of his past, for fear of opening old wounds. With time, he learns to trust and slowly
shares his stories with Susan, beginning with, "My father was the first man to see Livingstone and he
almost killed him!" Later he tells her how Yao slave traders invaded his village when he was six,
burning houses and killing the very old, the very young and the weak - those who would not endure the
cruel march to the Indian Ocean. He recalls the bitter memory of a slaver dragging his mother from his
grasp to be sold for a sultan's harem, never to be seen again. He then shares with Susan how he and his
father were auctioned at the slave market of Zanzibar and crammed into an Arab dhow sailing to Yemen,
to be sold once again, his only consolation being that his father was still with him. Two days in, a
frigate fired a shot across the bow and Arabs began throwing their cargo into the sea in the grim hope
of out sailing the frigate. Peter, too small to be of notice, watched in hiding as an ugly Arab hurled
his father into the sea. Then a cannon shot from the frigate demasted the dhow, hurling him into the
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sea. Unable to swim, he survived by clutching the splintered mast until he was plucked from the sea by
men in blue coat who brought him back to their frigate where he took his first step in his twenty-one
years in the service of the Queen. As major domo to a young officer, Horace Smith-Dorrien, he would
come to see battle against Zulus, Afridis, Pathans, Boers and Sepoys, before returning home to start a
life in the service of God, a story he slowly and painfully shares with Susan, like him, a stranger in
a strange land. The author met Peter and was Susan.
A Heart So True
Iron Heart
Crooked Little Heart
A Story for Girls ...
A heart-warming saga of secrets, friendships and wartime spirit
Bamboo Heart

"You can't let people be treated in an inhuman way around you....Otherwise you start to
become inhuman." So declares rescuer Hetty Voute in this ebook of the updated edition of
The Heart Has Reasons, an acclaimed historical account that offers an in-depth look into
the hearts and minds of the Holocaust rescuers and explores the meaning that their lives
and deeds have for us today. Individually or in small "humanitarian cells," the ten Dutch
people profiled in these pages saved the lives of thousands of Jewish children during the
Nazi occupation of Holland. How did they do what they did-and why did they risk
everything to do it? Although their extraordinary tales of rescue vary greatly, the
integrity of the rescuers does not. Thus these narratives provide not only a window on
the past but a vision for the future. Framed by Klempner's own quest for meaning, the
rescuers' words resonate across generations, providing timeless insight into how people
of conscience can navigate ethically in an increasingly complex world.
Iris Holder has no intention of making a new life on Lilac Bay Island. She just needs a
little time to work out a come back plan and then she’ll be right back to taking over the
real estate world in the big city. Getting fired and losing her home were a setback,
sure, but there’s no reason to think she’ll need more than a few weeks to get herself
together. After all, Lilac Bay isn’t exactly her favorite place. And the feeling is
mutual—at least when it comes to her ex, David Jenkins. Getting involved with the quirky
islanders is not on her agenda, no matter how many fish fries and drunken book clubs her
cousin Posey drags her to. She definitely doesn’t have time to help reopen the family
restaurant. And mending fences with David, her first love, is absolutely out of the
question—even if that means ignoring the spark that’s growing between them. But the more
time Iris spends on Lilac Bay, the harder it is to leave. She’s getting closer with
David, getting closer with her family, and suddenly she’s not so sure her old life was as
perfect as she always believed it to be. Maybe she’s actually looking for something new,
for something more. Maybe she’s looking for love. And maybe that love is right in front
of her.
When Life Throws You Lemons…Throw Them Back Harder Samantha Crane’s life sounds like a
bad country song. The company she worked for relocated without warning leaving her
without a job, her house burned down and a drunk driver plowed into her. Now, amid
struggling to find a new normal in this chaos called life, she has been forced to Heart
Island against her wishes by her younger sister. Life just isn’t fair. Accountant Cody
Little discovered things weren’t adding up at the firm he was working for. Every piece of
evidence pointed toward embezzlement. The big problem? Someone was going out of their way
to make sure he took the fall for it. He didn’t plan on running into anyone he knew on
Heart Island, especially not the woman who had enamored him during his college days.
Working with Cody gives Samantha a purpose and a reason to grasp on to her new normal.
Can they find the missing piece of evidence to clear Cody’s name before he ends up behind
bars?
The classic family saga from Sunday Times bestseller Val Wood --------------------------Can two friends find hope in hard times? Ruby and Grace have grown up in the poorest
slums of Hull. Friends since early childhood, they have supported each other in bad times
and good. But their families are bound together by more than friendship, and secrets from
the past threaten to make their lives even more difficult. The local cotton mill has
provided work for Ruby and Grace since they were nine years old, and now years later both
girls find themselves the object of attention from the mill owner's sons. As times grow
harder, and money ever scarcer, Grace becomes involved in campaigns against poverty and
injustice, while Ruby is tempted into prostitution. The two girls are searching for
something that could take them far away . . . But what price will they pay to find it? If
you like Katie Flynn and Dilly Court, you'll love this heartwarming story of triumph over
adversity. --------------------------- Praise for Val Wood: 'A heart-warming story filled
with compelling action' Rosie Goodwin 'Hull's answer to Catherine Cookson' BBC Radio 4's
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Front Row 'Wonderfully fully-fleshed characters are the mainstay of [Val Wood's] stories'
Peterborough Telegraph
The Heart of Una Sackville
Love Stories from around the World
A heart-warming story of triumph over adversity from Sunday Times bestseller Val Wood
Stories from the Heart
The Soldier's Girl
Abigail Clayton hopes to reconcile with Dr. Wade Bennett and become his wife. But her father insists she marry her distant cousin Charles
Kittridge so the plantations of the two families will be joined. With her wedding looming, Abby must choose between duty to her family and the
yearnings of her own heart.
England: circa. 879 A.D. In the time of King Aelfred the Great With the heart of a warrior and the soul of a poet, Faran Kilbraun travels far
from home in search of the sword and shield of his ancestors. Protecting the ancient relics was his responsibility. Now, to regain his honor, he
must recover the stolen artifacts and battle a life-long enemy. Following the accidental death of her cruel husband, Leanora Wrenn is wrongly
accused of his murder. Forced into exile, a small north shore island becomes her place of refuge. When Faran discovers Leanora's remote
sanctuary, both their lives are changed forever. Destined to become comrades-in-arms, they fight side by side. Ending up in one another's arms,
they find redemption and love.
Moving, passionate, and unforgettable, this novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Colleen Hoover follows two young adults from
completely different backgrounds embarking on a tentative romance, unaware of what the future holds. After a childhood filled with poverty
and neglect, Beyah Grim finally has her hard-earned ticket out of Kentucky with a full ride to Penn State. But two months before she’s finally
free to change her life for the better, an unexpected death leaves her homeless and forced to spend the remainder of her summer in Texas with a
father she barely knows. Devastated and anxious for the summer to go by quickly, Beyah has no time or patience for Samson, the wealthy,
brooding guy next door. Yet, the connection between them is too intense to ignore. But with their upcoming futures sending them to opposite
ends of the country, the two decide to maintain only a casual summer fling. Too bad neither has any idea that a rip current is about to drag
both their hearts out to sea.
This is Nick Armbrister's new short story collection featuring a variety of stories. From war with Russia in Red Empire and Final Flight to the
horror of Loss Of The Icequeen to varied romance like What Could Have Been and Tattoo Me A Smile, this book introduces Nick's work and
varied story telling. Other stories cover topics like life and human behaviour.
Dutch Rescuers of Jewish Children During the Holocaust
The Warm Heart of Africa
Will all their dreams come true?
A Message to Your Heart
(The Spitfire Girls Book 1)
The Ferry Maid of the Chattahoochee
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